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Abstract—Balinese women today want to feel more beautiful and acceptable in society. Therefore, women do yoga inner beauty which makes practitioners healthy, someone's beauty will shine clearly, and lead to a healthy and harmonious life. In addition, women also need their self-actualization in the form of a career path for them. This study uses a qualitative-analytic method with an interactive approach. The results obtained are as follows. First, the reason why women choose inner beauty yoga at the Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar is because women believe that doing inner beauty yoga and meditation every day can radiate inner beauty energy, making the body healthy, beautiful, and youthful. Second, the process of applying inner beauty yoga for women at the Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar is starting from socialization, initiation process, worship, the yoga implementation process is carried out from level I to level V and level of purification. Third, the implication of the application of yoga inner beauty for women at the Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar is that after participating in yoga, women become more patient, healthier, more beautiful, more harmonious, and more sincere in accepting the situation, and full of confidence.
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Introduction

The teaching of yoga is sacred teaching which is a teaching of release that aims to connect oneself and be united with God for Hindus through the stages of astang yoga. However, nowadays the yoga that is practiced is only the asanas and pranayama stages or often referred to as yoga asanas (Wirawan, 2018). Maharsi Patanjali teaches eight stages of yoga known as astang yoga which consists of yama, nyama, asana, pranayama, pratyahara, dharana, dhyana, and samadhi. Yoga comes from the Sanskrit "yuj" which means union with the creator. In other words, yoga is a human effort to connect with God Almighty. Thus, the main requirement for a prospective yoga practitioner is belief and belief in the existence of God.

Furthermore, yoga, which was originally a personal spiritual ritual practice, has become an exercise for the body, soul, and mind. Yoga, like other sports, can be commercialized and sold at high prices. That is why there are lots of yoga classes and fees, even though originally it is an independent activity, yoga cannot compete. Some types of yoga offer separate classes including instructors having different types of yoga (Adnyani, 2017; Chaedar, 2002; Ambara, 2014; Bandura, 1990; Handayani, 2013).

Yoga is a way or way of life to control the mind in which a person concentrates the whole mind to control the five senses and the body as a whole. Therefore, a yoga practitioner must also have a high moral and discipline basis. In this day and age, many women regularly do yoga. This can not be separated from women experiencing psychological
stress more easily to eliminate the problems that exist in women is through yoga, namely yoga inner beauty which is believed and believed to be able to reduce the problem compared to men (Andriani, 2011; Assael, 1992; Atmadja, 2009; Atmadja & Atmadja, 2014).

The inner beauty yoga at the Ghanta Yoga Asram is suitable for women because the yoga asanas are modified such as the dance of the Goddess Ganga, soft, aesthetic, artistic, which makes the appearance very attractive to others people. Yoga's inner beauty will also make them more beautiful. The beauty referred to here is the beauty that has the taksu of beauty, namely the beauty that emanates from within (inner beauty) which makes a person healthy and beautiful, has a good personality, is flexible, graceful, charming, attractive, and confident, and is in harmony with achieving harmony within himself. himself (Putri & Darwis, 2015). From this concept, yoga inner beauty is a yoga specifically performed by women with modified yoga asanas in the form of an aesthetic Dewi Ganga dance, which then grows taksu mentik for a woman which makes the woman confident, attractive, and attractive. looks beautiful, and exudes a feminine aura for the practitioner.

According to Kotler (in Kanserina et al., 2015), lifestyle is a person's lifestyle in the world which is expressed in his activities, interests, and opinions, in the sense that in general a person's lifestyle can be seen from the routine activities he does, what they think of everything around him and how much he cares about it and also what he thinks about himself and the outside world. Lifestyle can come from the desire to create its characteristics, or it can also come from other people. The influence of others can come from suggestions, the fit that other people see, the desire to be someone else, or so on. Lifestyle is habits that arise from within humans that form patterns that make them feel happy, want to do, and don't feel burdened by doing it which is a characteristic of that person. This lifestyle is influenced by various behaviors that exist in society. This is done for acceptance in the environment (Barlow, 1985; Berg & Lune, 2007; Bungin, 2003; Cleopatra, 2015; Artana et al., 2019).

In this modern era, many women do their work not only around the household, but also carry out social activities outside the household. For this reason, they need to actualize themselves so that they can be accepted in society. One of their self-actualizations is beauty. Beauty will bring out the feminine side of a woman. This is inseparable from the culture of society about women being beautiful to be able to increase the prestige of the family. Putri (2022), says that feminist criticism states that the idea of beauty is a form of male domination. It is men who want the criteria of beauty and make them a guide for women. This is emphasized by Prabasmoro (2004), who argues that the discourse on women's beauty and femininity cannot be separated from the construction of a patriarchal culture that gives men the power to give recognition to their femininity.

Research Method

This research method uses interpretive qualitative research methods because it is in the form of descriptive data in the form of words and expressions including actions that can be observed during the research process. The research was conducted based on the results of observations and observations. The data used are primary in the form of interviews with informants where the selection and number of informants in qualitative research is not determined in terms of numbers, but prioritizes efforts to obtain as much information as possible with deep accuracy from various sources and secondary data in the form of documents and records. from the research site.

Research Results

Reasons women follow yoga inner beauty

The reason for women to follow inner beauty yoga is that philosophically, women follow inner beauty yoga, namely by doing the Rejang Taksu Buana dance where inner beauty yoga which is strongly believed by women is a dance created by Ratu Guru and students, namely the Rejang Taksu Buana Dance. to worship Ida Sang Hyang Tri Adi Taksu or Ida Sang Hyang Widhi which means that by doing yoga inner beauty can cure disease, physically and mentally healthy. In addition, it can also exude taksu of beauty, flexibility, elegance, harmony, and a noble personality. In particular, they also get taksu swagina, which means that what is done is indeed me-taksu. Women choose yoga inner beauty, aiming to activate all the elements and elements that exist throughout the body. All elements are interrelated with each other that shackles humans in their lives. By doing yoga or meditation on inner beauty, women feel they have the use and function to activate the energy in themselves and the whole body, which at first did not realize there was an energy power within them (Davidow & Uttal, 1989; Udayana, 2019; Dewi et al., 2017; Dinata, 2015).
The ideological reason is with yoga inner beauty to get taksu swagina. Any business that is occupied and believed in, is successful and can also radiate beauty and health. This means that by the following yoga as a lifestyle, a change in attitude and behavior can occur, namely smiling and patient. This is also reinforced by women who follow inner beauty yoga to want to look more beautiful and fashionable so that women also do facial therapy which can be done at the Ghanta Yoga Asram and women who participate in yoga inner beauty buy pearl bracelets for accessories to beautify their bodies to make them look beautiful and beautiful. With the use of these beauty tools, the Ghanta Yoga Asram has commercial value. This is as said by Geoffrey (in Artana, 2019), that spiritual teacher assure students, purchased items such as pearl bracelets, jade pendants, green jade, and beauty tools that are passed down have functions according to their use.

Psychological reasons, namely for women, yoga inner beauty is a basic need or psychological need that must be done in a disciplined and routine every day. According to him, the inner beauty yoga he follows is a lifestyle. Psychologically, women follow inner beauty yoga in addition to health as well as for self beauty. If you are healthy, you will look beautiful, beautiful, and charming. Outward physical beauty is a gift. But many people say that true beauty is an inner event and outer beauty is only an appearance of inner beauty. Inner beauty is timeless. The purpose of yoga's inner beauty is not because of physical beauty but to experience inner happiness. Happiness shines through the eyes, appearance, attitude, and behavior towards others. All of which makes it interesting. An unhappy person rarely has the same charm as someone dangerous and passionate (Dittmann & Freedman, 2009; Echols & Shadily, 2019; Elizabeth, 2007).

The reason for health is that those who regularly do yoga or inner beauty meditation performed by women have a healthier state. Happier and more efficient. Human health is primarily influenced by the mind. Maharshi Patanjali called the mind the citta. He then said: “The mind is the main cause of suffering or happiness. Only people who can control or use their minds well, neatly, and truly can live peacefully (Yogasutra, in Wirawan et al., 2020). In addition, to beautify oneself and change appearance, namely in the sense of how the value and meaning of life, health, beauty, beauty, self-confidence, self-actualization, and self-existence are obtained by following yoga or inner beauty meditation. To be able to look beautiful, charming, physically and mentally healthy, modern, and elegant, the management of the hostel has provided a comfortable meditation place away from crowded settlements, so that yoga participants get a sense of comfort and peace. Many women are interested in participating in inner beauty yoga after receiving information from their friends who have felt that following yoga and meditation makes them healthier and more confident. beauty is not only limited to physical exercises (body) but also meditation with rich exercises for the mind and soul so that it can be said that yoga is a method to achieve the best and most complete health of the body, mind, and soul (Herlyana, 2014; Esterberg, 2002; Fandhira et al., 2017; Hamka, 2016).

The reason for free time is that in today's era of globalization, people who are busy with their work rarely have time to rest their bodies even if only for a moment. The body needs adequate rest, according to the activities taken. Therefore, in order to balance his busy life with rest, we need to know and learn yoga or meditation. Yoga can help us rest the body in a hectic schedule, which causes no time for special rest (Darmayasa & Sukra, 2013). The inner beauty yoga at Asram Ghanta Yoga is specifically for women and is loved by women. Given that women in modern times have quite a lot of busyness, such as working in an office, having a business, and being a housewife, it is very difficult to make time. Many women are very interested in participating in inner beauty yoga at the Ghanta Yoga Asram, because yoga only starts in the afternoon around 19.00 WITA. For women who work, they can take the time to follow inner beauty yoga after finishing work. Yoga or meditation on inner beauty can make women healthy, flexible, graceful, beautiful, elegant, smiling, radiant, fresh, and beautiful. For women, yoga is a lifestyle so yoga becomes an obligation in life. Career women who have quite a busy schedule as well as public figures to maintain stamina, body fitness, and can radiate beauty intact need to take the time to participate in yoga. Inner beauty is the art of body and breathing which is one of the emotional training techniques in controlling anxiety. Inner beauty yoga is also useful as a regulation between mind and body harmony. In addition, inner beauty yoga has goals such as improving mental well-being and increasing emotional balance (Muhammad & Abdushomad, 2002; Hawari, 2013; Hendariningrum & Susilo, 2014).

The process of implementing yoga inner beauty as a women's lifestyle

The process of implementing inner beauty yoga begins with socialization by the manager of the Ghanta Yoga Asram where the instructors at the Ghanta Yoga Asram are intended to attract inner beauty yoga participants to join the yoga practice at the hostel. This socialization process is carried out through various media such as newspapers, television, websites, Facebook, and WhatsApp. Apart from social media, activities to attract potential yoga participants are also carried out by distributing invitations directly to women. Women who participated in the
socialization were given an understanding of Ghanta energy, namely energy that can radiate God's miracles to be able to radiate taksu potential in a woman. Ghanta Yoga practitioners hone Ghanta energy to be able to radiate the taksu of their profession. Every woman has potential in herself and by honing it, taksu can be emitted and make it easier for someone to live life. From this socialization, it was found that inner beauty yoga can improve personality and new life patterns, namely learning to be patient, sincere, and confident. This is reinforced by the social learning theory of Albert Bandura which views human behavior as not merely a reflex, automatically from stimulus and response, but also as a result of reactions that arise as a result of the interaction between the environment and the human cognitive scheme itself. After listening to the socialization in which the women responded that the inner beauty yoga could radiate taksu beauty and taksu swagina, then they felt interested in following it (Kaelan, 2005; Khotimah, 2009; Laksono, 2012; Miles & Huberman, 1992).

The next process is the recruitment process where prospective participants have filled out a registration form and are immediately given a readable guidebook. The book contains about the existence of Asram Ghanta Yoga in general and yoga inner beauty in particular. The understanding given to the prospective participants of yoga inner beauty is that all the requirements must be completed by the participants in accordance with the provisions in the Ghanta Yoga Asram such as submitting forms and providing generous punia funds so that their status becomes a definitive student (You & Ogawa, 2020; Lauche et al., 2017; Kakigi et al., 2005). This inner beauty yoga program which has been marketed throughout Bali through Ghanta Yoga Asram branches spread across several districts, namely Tabanan, Jembrana, Buleleng, and Karangasem as well as in Denpasar as the Ghanta Yoga Asram Center. Seeing these developments, in addition to having direct benefits for health and various desired specific goals. In the practice of inner beauty yoga which is followed by women, it does not change the initial grip on the true purpose of yoga itself.

For Nintz (2000), the transition from feudalism which is a social system that gives great power to leaders or nobles to capitalism is a transition from need-driven production to production for profit. Seeing the phenomenon of the recruitment of yoga inner beauty participants about the existence of levies in the form of money is not a payment but is packaged with punia. As described by Piliang (2004), the expansion of the capitalist system into the world of education has created a condition where the logic of education and the logic of capitalism is linked. Conditions like this then make education into what he calls a capitalist machine, namely a machine to seek profit. Suardana's point of view, should be that any form and type should be carried out transparently, but there are still other hidden phenomena behind recruitment and initiation fees. If this is constructed, it will be possible to identify a phenomenon behind punia as a way to participate in inner beauty yoga training, namely a pragmatic attitude. This attitude shows that what is true is anything that shows itself as true by looking at the beneficial consequences or results. Meanwhile, Adriana sees that punia needs to be done to form sincerity. Thus, the implementation of meditation (yoga inner beauty) in yoga activates taksu of beauty which implies the formation of a complete human being, namely physically and spiritually and spiritually healthy which can radiate taksu of beauty from within the followers of Ghanta Yoga's inner beauty. From this, it can be seen that the Ghanta Yoga Asram is an exchange of money and services. The better Asram's marketing method or strategy through yoga inner beauty products is through socialization (understanding) to convince the socialization participants, the more people recruited, the more income will be (Newcombe, 2007; Rahima, 2006; Rahmaniyyah, 2010; Saskara & Maskie, 2012).

The next process is an initiation where initiation is the inauguration of students accepted at the Ghanta Yoga Asram who go through an initiation process, namely cleansing the minds and hearts of inner beauty yoga participants. Initiation is done at the place of worship. initiation is done by a Guru to students who are just starting to enter the first stage of learning or practicing yoga. To remove all impurities and negative elements that exist within oneself can be interpreted that initiation is self-purification. By following inner beauty yoga, there is a cultural shift among students, such as becoming more disciplined and more patient.

After the participants of yoga inner beauty have initiated, the next process is the process of embracing where the process of carrying out the embracing carried out by students, especially women before participating in the training (stages) of yoga inner beauty can be interpreted as self-cleaning, so that all dirt and disease both physically and mentally and eliminating the mala that is in the body of each student who participates in yoga inner beauty has different problems. This is in line with Aprilianti (2020), namely that women are more likely to be stressed because women tire more quickly. With melukat, it gives peace of mind, soul, and gives freshness to the body, after melukat is added with the belief that blessings will come down through melukat.

After this series of processes, the yoga participants begin the inner beauty yoga process where yoga meditation on inner beauty is a process in the practice of routine training at the Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar, namely by paying attention to guidelines or guidelines in order to provide clear and directed patterns. As for the guidance in doing inner beauty Ghanta meditation in stages, starting with the preparatory and preliminary phases. This phase includes
outward and inward preparation so that there are no obstacles that cause physical and mental disturbances. This phrase determines the comfort and tranquility of practicing. Several things need to be considered by a woman in the preparation phase, namely taking a shower when she wakes up in the morning. Light breakfast wearing comfortable clothes and practically no jewelry. Prepare a mat or mat for exercise and place it in a comfortable place. Praying together in the holy place of the Asram area with a perfect sitting posture and carried out according to each other’s beliefs and beliefs. For students, before participating in inner beauty yoga, they are required to pray first at the sacred Gedong which is delivered by the Asram Administrator who has just entered the room to take part in the inner beauty yoga practice (Sastropoetro, 1986; Segara, 2020; Sengupta, 2012; Singer, 2015; Kumar & Sumathi, 2017).

Students learn through the stages of practice where the yoga inner beauty level consists of level 1 to level 5. At the initial level or level 1, yoga inner beauty participants find it difficult to sit in one posture for a very long time. However, students should not give up but remain persistent with the premeditation exercises. Unexpectedly the students felt that the meditation attitudes made it possible to sit down for a short time. At this stage, students will increasingly increase the duration of the implementation by half a minute every day. Even students with stiff bodies are finally able to sit in the padmasana posture. This is in line with the approach of social learning theory in the face of social and moral development processes, emphasizing the need for conditioning (response habituation) and imitation (imitation). According to Bandura et al. (1989), most human behavior is learned through imitation.

If the student has passed the yoga inner beauty at a level, then the yoga inner beauty can be continued at a higher level. At a high level, participants in yoga inner beauty feel that with perseverance and confidence there can be a change in behavior for the better which means that they have been able to accept the situation even though it is not yet fully understood, positive. At each level, an evaluation will be carried out where if the inner beauty yoga student is declared to have passed, the inner beauty yoga participant can advance to the next level. On the other hand, if students of yoga inner beauty are not able to reach the next level, it is advisable to do yoga inner beauty well. One of the reasons why participants in yoga inner beauty can't go up is because they feel lazy to do yoga inner beauty so they become undisciplined and disorganized in doing yoga inner beauty. Another reason is that there is a reward to go to the next level which inner beauty yoga participants cannot fulfill. Of course, this is related to the economic situation of each participant of yoga inner beauty. This indicates that there has been a willingness of the Asram authorities to obtain capital to continue the programs planned by the Asram. Thus, it can be proven what Derrida said in his deconstruction theory that there is a delayed meaning in a discourse (Artana, 2019). Even if there are material rewards in the form of money, this should be done by students as a form of student devotion to God. Punia does not know a lot of material, but the sincerity of students as members of a boarding community, students also have an obligation to care for, maintain, and ensure the sustainability of the hostel.

At a high level, namely at level 5, the participants of yoga inner beauty felt something different in themselves. After the participants of the yoga of inner beauty followed yoga of inner beauty (Level 1) until the last stage, namely Level 5, they felt that they had patience, harmony in the family. The taksu inner beauty radiates from within and the taksu swagina begins to be felt as stated by the yoga inner beauty participants. Women experience a change as a guide in life. To take part in the yoga training process, one must be able to concentrate well (Darmayasa & Sukra, 2013). In accordance with the instructor’s guidance, if you want to get maximum results, that is, believe in it, keep practicing. At the next level is the refining level where not all students who have finished following level 5 can continue. Several requirements must be met, among others: 1) a matter of time; 2) funds; 3) strong belief; 4) intention; and 5) a sense of sincerity. If all the requirements have been met, it means that you can proceed to level 6, namely, pure meditation yoga, which is purification, which means that you have been accepted as a pure student, namely being able to do independent meditation by participating in meditation with Guru Nabe both in the Asram and at the Taksu Bukit Taman Teaching Temple.

At each stage of inner beauty yoga, every student at the Ghanta Yoga Asram is no exception, students who have been given briefing and stabilization as well as an understanding of how to learn and train themselves in meditation, which means that every student at the Ghanta Yoga Asram, both spiritually and spiritually, has been given an understanding in yoga training. inner beauty. The meaning contained in inner beauty yoga meditation is that yoga training requires discipline, belief, and sincerity. The hostel management not only selects yoga inner beauty participants but also women who have faith and have the necessary capital to fund money in the hostel. The hostel management also provides briefing in the form of insight along with strengthening skills in meditation and taksu swagina (life skills) for yoga participants. It can also be seen that a learning process for yoga inner beauty by imitating is in accordance with its objectives to achieve health and have better manners. The last training was given by Guru Nabe to find out that each pure student will get taksu swagina in his field according to the student. The purpose of learning yoga at the Ghanta Yoga Asram, Kertalangu Village, East Denpasar is to be able to radiate taksu
inner beauty and taksu swagina because this is the most important thing in managing better family life (Saatcioglu, 2013; Cramer et al., 2017; Telles & Desiraju, 1993; Paulson, 2008).

Implications of implementing yoga inner beauty as a lifestyle among women

The implication of the implementation of inner beauty yoga as a lifestyle on aspects of physical health is that women are required to be able to move according to a very dynamic pace of life. Every aspect of human life, including women's lives, becomes fast-paced, practical, especially for women who live in urban areas. Women are susceptible to various kinds of disease disorders due to consumption patterns, intensity, and heavy workloads that trigger high-stress levels. For this reason, women choose inner beauty yoga after coming home from work as a form of health awareness, which can have positive implications for women whereby following regular and disciplined yoga practices, the body and mind will become healthy. The stress and anxiety that a person faces can be reduced by following inner beauty yoga and this activity have proven to be a practical and effective tool for promoting health and happiness. Those who regularly do inner beauty yoga are healthier, more flexible, happier, and more efficient.

Related to inner beauty yoga practice at Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar, apart from being able to radiate taksu inner beauty or beauty, body health as the main factor in human life can also be maintained. This is because in the practice of yoga inner beauty is given exercise exercises that aim to relax the muscles in the body to form a slim body (slim body) and flexibility so that it can resemble the Rejang Taksu Buana dance, namely the Dewi Gangga dance, very beautiful and graceful (Dada & Tolahunase, 2018; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2018; Garfinkel & Schumacher Jr, 2000).

The implication of yoga inner beauty as a women's lifestyle from a psychological aspect, namely Yoga inner beauty is a need for women to be able to look healthy, beautiful, for prestigious, and the thing that arises in women after participating in inner beauty yoga is the beauty of inner beauty. flexibility, and elegance in women who follow yoga. Beauty plays an important role for women, with a lifestyle as a symbol of the prestige of a certain class and can be fashionable which spreads through mass communication through social stratification boundaries, so that women who follow inner yoga regularly and discipline can have implications for self-confidence and can appear more confident and look more beautiful and attractive, which is the dream of every woman.

In the sociological aspect, participating in inner beauty yoga training shows that women socially have a function to reinforce their position in society. The motivation for looking ideal is wanting to get praise from the people around him. This is not only found among certain women but all people who consciously or unconsciously have motivation. Wearing appropriate and ethical clothing, full of smiles can convey a message to others that the woman after participating in inner beauty yoga has a different appearance. Women tend to prepare their appearance before coming to an event by visiting a beauty salon located in the Ghanta Yoga Asram environment which aims to beautify themselves by doing facial treatments such as makeup (make-up), neatly arranged hair (hairdo), nail care (manicure, pedicure), and other treatments that make you look more beautiful. Overall it is a way for women in the Asram to further strengthen and legitimize socially to show themselves as modern women. From this, it becomes a phenomenon that shows that there is a change in women's social attitudes after participating in inner beauty yoga. In the past, women rarely wanted to show themselves, but now it is commonplace and commonplace. Looks beautiful, elegant, flexible, and charismatic as a lifestyle or lifestyle of women which indicates there is progress in the level of life (Suamba, 2015; Suda, 2017; Sudiarta, 2006; Susanto, 2013; Wiasti, 2011).

The implication for the cultural aspect is that inner beauty yoga participants grow the ideas they get after doing inner beauty yoga where inner beauty yoga participants carry out activities related to culture and religion in the form of ceremonial tools such as canang and incense. With wider consumption of ritual facilities such as banten, the shift in the tradition of Balinese women in general and Denpasar women in particular, namely from the habit of making offerings in cooperation to the habit of buying banten. This is inseparable from the urban community who do not have time to make ceremonial tools because they are busy with work. For this reason, people also prefer to buy canang-making services. This phenomenon can be seen that cultural ideas on inner beauty yoga can provide sustenance for themselves and their families where inner beauty yoga participants can preserve and increase family income.

Conclusion

The reason why women choose inner beauty yoga at the Ghanta Yoga Asram Denpasar is to overcome their psychological and mental problems. Philosophically, yoga inner beauty is a rejang taksu buana dance that has the meaning of being able to cure disease, be physically and mentally healthy, and can channel inner beauty energy.
Yoga inner beauty also makes women regularly do body therapy and use clothes that make women look fashionable and beautiful. Women who look beautiful and attractive will make someone more confident and increase their social status in society. In addition, yoga inner beauty is done regularly to make a woman calm and patient so that the body becomes healthier and happier. Because of the great benefits of inner beauty yoga and many women are busy because of their work and career, women also need to give special time or free time to do inner beauty yoga regularly which is usually done when finished doing their work. Yoga inner beauty is carried out through stages, namely socialization, recruitment, initiation, embracing, yoga inner beauty from level 1 to level 5, and level of purification. Each level is always evaluated and if students pass, they can move up to the next level. The implication of women doing inner beauty yoga as a lifestyle is that women look more beautiful, flexible, and radiant because they can radiate inner beauty taksu. In addition, women become more calm and patient so that problems that arise can be resolved. Another thing is to come up with ideas to earn income and improve the family's economy.
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